Including LGBT+ Pupils and Challenging LGBTphobic bullying in Primary Schools

A one day training course, that will encourage primary schools to become more LGBT+ inclusive (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, plus other related identities), by:

- Offering a deep exploration and explanation of current appropriate terminology across a range of identities;
- Giving real life examples of the school experience of LGBT+ young people, and those from LGBT+ families;
- Giving the skills, tools and knowledge to confidently and consistently recognise, challenge and prevent LGBTphobic language and behaviours;
- Discussing how to meet the legal, Ofsted and moral obligations to doing LGBT+ inclusion work;
- Showcasing a series of age-appropriate and recommended resources for creating LGBT+ inclusive lessons and schools.

This course is aimed at, and is appropriate for, all primary education professionals, including teachers, Head Teachers, SLT, school governors and teaching assistants.

Cost £125* +VAT per delegate

This course is a good starting point and overview of improvements that can be made across all Rainbow Flag Award sections. Attendance of at least two people from your school on this course is also a requirement of the red Skilled Teacher section.

*Rainbow Flag Award member schools - two complimentary places on this course are included in your membership package. Further places are available to you for £100 each, enter your discount code at the point of booking.

For further info contact: training@theproudtrust.org
0161 660 3347

To find out when the next upcoming training date is for this course, please go to: theproudtrust.org/training-and-education
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